0. Introduction and notation. Throughout this paper we have tried to conform to the terminology and notation described in [6] . However, there are a few exceptions which we will point out here. First, L always denotes a first-order language with equality. A structure 21 for L is defined as usual and its domain is denoted by |2l | or A; the interpretation of a relation symbol R of L in 31 is denoted by R® and the interpretation of a function symbol/of L in 2ί is denoted by /*. By Th(2l) we mean the set of sentences of L true in 21. The symbol ω usually denotes the set of natural numbers and whenever we refer to an operation such as + or < (order) on ω, it is to be interpreted as the standard addition or order on ω. By 93 we always denote a nontrivial Boolean algebra with the first-order language L -(Π , U,',0,1) and abuse our notation to always write Π for Π 93 , etc. By 2 or {0,1} we mean the Boolean algebra with two elements where 0 is the smallest element. Our notation for the elementary characteristic (n, p,q) of a Boolean algebra © is defined in [7] or [29] except that we use ω instead of oo.
In §1 we study the Boolean powers and bounded Boolean powers of structures 21 for an arbitrary first-order language L. This idea was introduced by Burris in [3] for algebraic languages (first-order with only function symbols). By characterizing the elementary characteristics of complete Boolean algebras, we show that the theories of bounded Boolean powers are much more general than those of Boolean powers and partially answer a question of [3] by exhibiting a sentence preserved by all Boolean powers which is not equivalent to a disjunction of Horn sentences. We also introduce a standard language construction which allows one to 207 obtain ^-separating structures % f with algebraic language L f from ^-separating structures 21 with first-order language L. Moreover, this allows us to easily adapt many of the results of Burris [3] to our setting.
In §2 we give a result promised in [22], namely, an explicit algebraic construction which yields recursive models of the theory of 2ί r /D whenever 2ί is recursive.
In §3 we show that the results in [20] ( §3) hold for any first-order language L with a binary (or higher order) relation symbol.
In §4 we study 3C(2ί), the set of Horn structures true in 21. We show that for 21 Γ-separating that 2ί / /Z> is finitely axiomatizable over 3C(2t) iff 2 J /D is finitely axiomatizable. Also, we demonstrate that for all 2ί there is a sentence φ such that 3C(2l) U {φ} axiomatizes Th(2ί).
Boolean powers.
In this paper our main objects of study are the Boolean powers and bounded Boolean powers as defined in [3] . In order to generalize these definitions to an aribtrary first-order language and for the reader's convenience we state explicitly these definitions. Waszkiewicz and Weglorz in [30] construct for any reduced power 21 ^/D an extremely elegant elementary substructure. We point out here that their models are isomorphic to some bounded Boolean power of 2ί and that this observation is implicit in [3] (Lemma 4.1). Given an arbitrary Boolean algebra 39, let / be the set of points of the Stone space of 93 with its usual topology [13] or [27] . A subset of / is clopen, if it is both open and closed. Let θ be the canonical Boolean isomorphism of the clopen subsets of / onto 93. As in [30] define 2Ϊ 93 * to be the substructure of 2ί 7 = Π /e/ 2ί with domain equal to the set of all functions/in r A such that range of/is finite and for all a in A 9 f~\{ά)) is clopen. It is straightforward to verify that 2ί 93 *=2l[93]*byσ where σ(/) = £ such that for a in A 9 ξ(a) = θ(f~\{a})). Alternatively, as in [32] , 121 ®* | can be described as the set of all continuous functions from / into A where A has the discrete topology since by the compactness of the Stone space such a continuous function has finite range.
From the above it is clear that the Feferman-Vaught-Weinstein Theorem holds for 21 [93]*, see [5] which adapts the particular form of this result given in [6] (pp. 341-345) and observe that this gives a uniform setting in regards to [20] .
It is important to recall that for the reduced power of 2ί, 21 The complete theory of a Boolean algebra 93 has been uniquely characterized by its elementary characteristic which we write as (n 9 p 9 q) and one should see [7] , [29] , [6] , or [23] (but the notation is different in [6] and [23] ). As in [24] or [23] we define (n 9 p 9 q)X (r 9 s,t)= the elemen- Proof. We observe first that for any elementary characteristic (0, p, q) there are complete Boolean algebras having elementary characteristic (0, p, q). In view of [7] or [27] since the property of being complete is preserved by arbitrary direct products, it is sufficient to check that there is a complete Boolean algebra of elementary characteristic (0,0,1). But by [13] Let L be the language of Boolean algebras and let φ be the sentence of L which asserts that any model 21 of φ is a nontrivial Boolean algebra with an atomless element and has elementary characteristic of the form (0, p 9 q) [7] , [6] , or [17] . Let [7] , [29] , or [23] , it is easy to verify that2ί[33]l=φ.
In order to see that φ is not equivalent to a disjunction of Horn sentences, it is sufficient to show that it is not preserved by a bounded Boolean power [3] (Theorem 4.3 (vii)). Let 33 0 have elementary characteristic (0, /?, 1) with/? φ 0 and let 33, have elementary characteristic (1,1,0). Clearly, 33 0^φ while » o l*iΓ ^^lί^ol* PI (Corollary 2.8) which has elementary characteristic <l,/?,0) by [7] , [29] , or [23] 9 we do not consider in this paper this alternative. Clearly % f satisfies c λ ^ c 0 as well as VJ^ \fx n (3ί R (x^... ,x n ) -c ι V dc R (x x ,... 9 x n ) = c 0 ) for each R in L. Conversely, any structure © for Zy satisfying these sentences determines a unique 3ί for L such that % f = ©. 2. Recursive models* In this section we construct for any recursive structure 9ί a recursive model of Th(9ί 7 //)). Using [3] this can be carried out easily as follows. By [7] any elementary characteristic (n 9 p 9 q) determines a complete theory of a Boolean algebra and this complete theory is decidable. Consequently, if 2 T /Dt (n 9 p, q) 9 then there is a recursive model 93 ( (Λ, p, q) ) of that elementary characteristic. Given that 9ί is recursive, it is easy to see that 2t[93 ((π, p, q) )]* is recursive by definition in [26] and 3C[SB«n, p 9 q))]* = % J /D by [3] (Theorem 4.3(i) and (v)).
One can also be very explicit as to the construction of a recursive 93 ( (Λ, p,q) ). In fact in [16] recursive prime models of each elementary characteristic are constructed explicitly in terms of an ordered basis. The prime models are the smallest countable models of these theories in contrast to the countable saturated models in [23] which are the largest countable models of these theories. Moreover, the models of [16] have recursive satisfaction relation and the property that 91 has a recursive satisfaction relation will be preserved by these particular bounded Boolean powers by the Feferman-Vaught-Weinstein Theorem. Next we give an example of the models of Th(9ί ω ) obtained using 3. Applications to logic of reduced power structures. In [20] for each elementary characteristic («,/?, q) of a complete theory of a Boolean algebra and any first-order language L, we defined semantically V ((n, p,q) ) the set of valid sentences of L of reduced power structures of type {n 9 p 9 q). Also we gave a syntactic characterization of V({n 9 In [20] ( §3) we demonstrated numerous results about the logics V ((n 9 p, q) ) and the more interesting of these results required that L be sufficiently large, i.e., contain the language of Boolean algebras. In this section we intend to show that all of the results of [20] 
Let 2l 2 be a structure for L where |2l 2 l~ {#, b), a φ b and R® 2 = { (a, a),(b 9 b),(a, b)} 9 i.e., 2ί 2 ιs a linear order of order type 2. We are interested in the theories obtained by taking reduced powers of 31 2 and it is sufficient to consider 2ί 2 [93]*. We observe first that 21 2 [93]* is a partially ordered set which is a distributive complemented lattice with a first and a last element. LEMMA [20] ( §3) using exactly the same reasoning as in [20] . For our notation and background see our comments prior to Lemma 1.2. LEMMA 3.6. For the language L = (R), V((r 9 s 9 /» C V ((n 9 p, q) [20] {also see [23] ).
A similar result holds for all of the assertions in [20] ( §3). In this section we show that if 2ί is Γ-separating, then the complete extensions of DC (21) behave exactly as the complete theories of Boolean algebras with respect to finitely axiomatizability over DC (21) . Next we show that for any 21, Th(2t) is finitely axiomatizable over DC(2l). This improves a result of Galvin [10] (Theorem 9.1(a) ).
Axiomatizations over %(21).
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The following combinatorial result is in [6] (Exercise 6.2.3) . 
. Let Tbe a theory and T be a complete extension of T. V is finitely axiomatizable over T if there is a sentence φ such that T is equivalent to ΓU {φ}.
The following result is analogous to [6] (Theorem 4.1.12). LEMMA 
V is finitely axiomatizable over T iff {Wl\Wl£T and not 311= V) is closed under ultra-products.
The next result is implicit in Ershov [7] . We can deduce from [3] 
